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1 ABSTRACT  

The current practice of seismic PRA is characterized by the following typical assumptions regarding the 
treatment of dependency of seismically induced failures of components and structures: 

• Components of the same type assigned to different redundancies and located on the same floor fail 
fully dependent. It is assumed that all components of the same type characterized by the same 
fragility function and located on the same floor of a building will fail together once the load 
capacity of a single, representative component is exceeded. 

• All system functions assigned to components in the same building fail once the building failure has 
occurred, although the failure mode of the building is not the collapse mode.  

• As long as the building has not failed the failure modes of built-in components are regarded as being 
driven by the linear elastic floor response spectra considering a limited spectral broadening due to 
non-linearities. 

Experience from past seismic PRA studies at NPP Goesgen indicates that these simplifying assumptions 
strongly affect the results of seismic PRA, shifting them to the conservative site. A systematic investigation 
of dependent failure mechanisms of multiple redundant components was performed using the Monte Carlo 
method. A procedure was developed and implemented in the Goesgen seismic PRA to treat dependent 
failures of multiple redundant components by a beta-factor common cause failure model. The treatment of 
the dependency of the failure modes of built-in components on the dynamic structural response of the 
building in seismic PRA was improved, by considering the energy absorption process due to the non-linear 
response of structures occurring long before the failure of the structure.  

2 INTRODUCTION 

Current practice of seismic PRA is characterized by the following typical assumptions regarding the 
treatment of dependency of seismically induced failures of components and structures: 

• Components of the same type assigned to different redundancies and located on the same floor  fail 
fully dependent. It is assumed that all components of the same type characterized by the same fragility 
function and located on the same floor of a building will fail together once the load capacity of a single, 
representative component is exceeded. 

• All system functions assigned to components in the same building fail once the building failure has 
occurred, although the failure mode of the building is not the collapse mode.  

• As long as the building has not failed the failure modes of built-in components are regarded as fully 
independent from the building response.  

As long as seismic risk was treated in a simplified way and not found to be a significant risk contributor 
such simplifying assumptions could be tolerated. For older plants with a low number of redundancies (e.g. 
with a two train safety system) and insufficient physical separation of redundancies, these assumptions may 
even be justified today. The situation is different for newer European plants (e. g design of KWU, today 
AREVA). Here, the treatment of dependency of seismically induced failures is of major importance because 
of the presence of multiple redundant safety trains with good physical separation. The question is also 
important for new designs. Therefore a systematic investigation on the correlated failure response of multiple 
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redundant components located at the same floor was performed using the Monte Carlo method aimed to 
evaluate response correlation factors, which can be implemented as a part of a common cause failure model 
into seismic PRA. Secondly, the methodology of how to treat the dependent dynamic response of buildings 
and built-in components was improved based on insights gained from the solution of a coupled system of 
differential equations describing the oscillation of a structure (floor) with a component fixed to the floor. 

3 TREATMENT OF DEPENDENT SEISMICALLY INDUCED COMPONENT 
FAILURES 

3.1 Correlated failure modes 

The joint failure probability of a set of components can be expressed by eqn (1) (Ogura et al (2006): 
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Here, a is the damage intensity parameter, V is the correlation matrix, P is the column vector of 
the failure probabilities of the components in the set and xi, xj are the integration variables 
component response and component capacity. The dependency between seismically induced 
failures in the Goesgen seismic PRA is modelled by a β-factor common cause failure (CCF) model 
Klügel et al (2004). Generic β-factors have been applied to model the dependency. This procedure 
was revised to address the results of the revised fragility analysis and to incorporate the results of 
the PEGASOS PSHA study. The Goesgen NPP has a four train safety system with an additional 
two train bunkered special emergency safety system. Detailed analysis of the allocation of system 
trains and their supporting equipment showed that most of the systems could be represented by two 
groups of two components, where each group is expected to show a different response to the same 
seismic demand. Therefore, the dependency between the component failures can be decomposed 
into two steps: 

• a first step treating the dependency between the two groups, 

• and, a second step, treating the dependency within the two components of a common group. 

Therefore, the problem can be reduced mathematically to the treatment of the correlation in 
failure occurrence of two objects using two different β-factor models in a staggered way. In the 
traditional fragility formulation the correlation of failure occurrence (Ogura et al (2006)) is 
described by the following equation: 
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Here, 1 2, 1 2R R S S! !  are the response and capacity correlation factor between object 1 and 2; 
,Ri Si! !  the lognormal standard deviations of the response and capacity of component, i. The total 

correlation factor can be set equal to the required β-factor assuming a quasi-linear dependency 
model. 

For the first step of the procedure (between the two groups) the β-factor can be derived under 
the simple assumption that 1 2 0R R! = , while the second term in equation (2) is maximized. This 
yields a β-factor of 0.5 between the two groups of structural similar, redundant components. For the 
second step a Monte-Carlo-procedure was developed, which evaluates the fraction of concurrent 
failures of two components given the same seismic load assuming identical response of both 
components (first term in eqn (2) is maximized and set equal to 0.5). The correlation factor 1 2S S!  is 
evaluated as the ratio of concurrent failures of both components related to the total observed failure 
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number in the sample. The Monte Carlo procedure considers some minimal seismic diversity of the 
components caused for example by the variability of the mass distribution (or of the torque used to 
fix the component to the floor) of similar components by incorporating some Gaussian noise 
reflecting this variability. Mathematically, this variability was expressed by an incoherent response 
of the components.  A coefficient of variation for the load response of up to 20% was assumed for 
this analysis. Using the results, the β-factor can be evaluated from eqn (2).  

A set of calculations for different boundary conditions with respect to the seismic load, the 
combined uncertainty of the fragility function and with respect to the median capacity of 
components was performed to derive a set of tabulated β-factors for use in the Goesgen seismic 
PRA. The values can also be applied for generic applications. Fig. 1 shows the total β-factor for the 
case of components with a combined uncertainty parameter of 0.65c! =  for three different seismic 
demand conditions (AS (pga)=0.2g,0.4g, 0.6) varying the median load capacity of the components. 
The coefficient of variation for the load response was set to 20%.  Fig. 2 shows in a similar way the 
total β-factor for a group of components with a combined uncertainty parameter of 0.8c! = . 
Additionally, it was assumed that the variability in the load response is different for both 
components in the group reflecting a possible seismic wave incoherency. As can be seen, the effect 
of these additional parameter variations on the total correlation (β-) factor is negligible. 

 
Figure 1 Total correlation factor (β-factor) for the failure of two components with variable median load capacity and a 

combined uncertainty of 0.65c! =  
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Figure 2 Total correlation factor (β-factor) for the failure of two components with variable median load capacity and a 

combined uncertainty of  0.8c! =  
 

 
 

3.2 Treatment of the dependent dynamic response of structures and built-in components 

Traditionally, it is assumed that the failure modes of built-in fixed based components are regarded 
as being driven by the linear elastic floor response spectra considering a limited spectral broadening 
due to non-linearities. This is a very conservative approach, because the occurrence of non-
linearities in structural response is accompanied by the absorption of seismic energy which cannot 
participate in the damaging process of components.  

The effect of non-linearities in the structural response on the dynamic response of built-in 
(fixed to the floor) components can be studied easily by solving a system of differential equations 
describing the vibration of two coupled single degree of freedom (SDOF) systems. The first SDOF 
system represents the structural response (building or floor) and the second one the response of the 
component fixed to the structure. Two cases are considered. The first one considers the response of 
a fully linear-elastic system with damping, while the second one models the occurrence of non-
linearities in the structure expressed by a reduction of stiffness and an increase of damping of the 
structure (first SDOF) in comparison to the first case. The question to answer is whether the 
probability of failure for the built-in component will increase after the occurrence of non-linearities 
in the structural response. The north-south horizontal component of the ground motion recorded at a 
site in El Centro, California, during the Imperial Valley earthquake of May 18, 1940 was used for 
the analysis of the problem (Chopra, 2000). Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the computed 
displacements for the linear and the non-linear cases for the two SDOF. Fig. 4 shows a similar 
comparison for the computed accelerations. Not unexpectedly the displacements of the components 
are increased for the non-linear case, while the accelerations are significantly decreased. This has 
significant practical implications for modelling the dependent dynamic response of built-in 
components in seismic PRA, where peak ground acceleration is used as the damage intensity 
parameter. 
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Figure 3 Comparison of computed displacements for the linear (lin) and the non-linear (nl) cases for the coupled 

system structure (struc) and component (comp) 

 
Figure 4 Comparison of computed accelerations for the linear (lin) and the non-linear (nl) cases for the coupled system 

structure (struc) and component (comp) 
  

As soon as the peak ground acceleration according to the seismic hazard curves exceeds the 
threshold level for triggering non-linearities in the structural response the acceleration and therefore 
the force acting on the built-in component will decrease or at least not increase in comparison to 
situations with lower peak ground accelerations which do not trigger non-linearities in the structure. 
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Because the failure probability of the component in the fragility method is calculated based on 
accelerations: 
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the failure probability for the component will not increase in comparison to the linear-elastic case 
representing a higher frequency of exceedance on the hazard curve. This effect will continue as long 
as the increased displacement may trigger another failure mode, not considered in the original 
fragility analysis. The implications of this observation to seismic PRA modelling are large, because 
structures exhibit a non-linear response far before yielding (Chopra, 2000). Fig. 5 shows the 
behaviour of the failure probability of a built-in component (median capacity 0.15g, uncertainty 

0.65c! = ) with consideration of the dependent dynamic response including structural non-
linearities (occurring after exceedance of a pga of 0.15g). In the example, it is assumed that the 
ductility reserve of the structure is exhausted at 0.3 g (upper threshold for the constant probability 
of failure range) and that the probability of failure function for the built-in component remains to 
follow its original functional form. In practice the probability of failure of the coupled system after 
exhaustion of the ductility reserve will be governed by the failure modes of the structure (e.g. 
exceedance of floor drift limitations).  
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Figure 5 Probability of failure for a built-in component with consideration of non-linearities in the structural 

response 

For a practical implementation of the improved model for the dependent dynamic response of 
structures the two threshold points have to be defined. In Switzerland, it is custom to consider two 
design basis earthquakes – the operational design basis earthquake (OBE) for which the main 
response of structures and components should remain within linear response boundaries and the 
safe shutdown earthquake where a limited non-linear response even of safety grade structures and 
components is permitted. Therefore, the onset of the non-linear behaviour of structures can be 
assumed to occur between these two earthquake levels. This is equivalent to using a conservative 
displacement ductility factor  of 1.5µ =  and defining the first threshold acceleration level by the 
safe shutdown acceleration level divided by the chosen displacement ductility factor. The second 
threshold is suggested to be selected at a level of 10% probability of failure for the structure 
assuming that the Ang-Tang uncertainty model is used combining epistemic uncertainty and 
aleatory variability into a single random parameter as is suggested in EPRI procedures (EPRI, 
1994). Because only aleatory variability is observed in the real world (epistemic uncertainty U!  
reflects the degree of belief of an analyst in his model) this provides a sufficiently conservative 

pga, [g] 

p 
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value for the upper threshold. If required, a more detailed non-linear structural analysis can be 
performed.  

 

4 CONCLUSION 

The treatment of dependent component failures in seismic PRA was revisited. It was established 
that the assumptions originally used for the treatment of dependent failures are very conservative 
especially for nuclear power plants with a high degree of safety redundancies. A β-factor model was 
developed to treat correlated failures of similar components assigned to different redundancies 
representing the correlation in structural and dynamic response of such components. The total 
correlation factor was developed based on a Monte Carlo simulation approach assuming a minimal 
variability in the dynamic response of components due to seismic diversity and seismic wave 
incoherency. 
 The methodology to account for the dependent dynamic response of built-in components in 
the seismic PRA has been enhanced by taking into account the effects of non-linearities in the 
dynamic response of structures. 
 Both improvements considerably contribute to an improvement of current seismic PRA 
methodology towards a more realistic risk assessment reflecting empirical observations of lack of 
significant damage at nuclear power plants even during rather strong earthquakes. 

Symbols 

 

ma  Median load capacity expressed in terms of a damage intensity measure, 

frequently pga 

[g] 

a Seismic demand expressed in terms of a damage intensity measure, 

frequently pga 

[g] 

U!  Epistemic uncertainty, parameter in the standard fragility method [-] 

R!  Aleatory variability, parameter in the standard fragility method [-] 

c!  Combined uncertainty used in the fragility method 2 2
c R U! ! != +  [-] 
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